UCN #:_______________________

VACAVILLE Consignor Volunteer Waiver (2018)
TODAYS DATE: ________________________________

NAME: _____________________________________ PHONE DURING SALE: ________________
ADDRESS: _______________________________________________________________________
EMAIL TO SEND YOUR CONSIGNOR CHECK: _________________________________________
Circle this box if you are:
PICKING UP UNSOLD ITEMS
(Tags must not have “donate” printed on the tag!)
Initial______

Circle this box if you are:
DONATING UNSOLD ITEMS

I am participating in the JBF Consignment Sales Event as a consignor or team member. I understand and accept that Just
Between Friends is not responsible for fire, loss, theft or damage to my sale items. I also understand that I will be charged a $10
(if donating all unsold items) or $15 consignor registration fee (if picking up any unsold items) and 40% of my gross sales for
participation. (30% to 35% as a team member, based on hours worked)
Pickup (of any unsold items) is scheduled on SUNDAY from 8:00pm to 8:30pm, following Breakdown. I understand that any
items marked "DONATE" and all items not picked up before 9pm, will be donated to Sacramento Food Bank & Family
Services.
Items that are found stained, broken, missing pieces or not working will be removed from the sales floor and placed in a rejected
items area. I understand that I am welcome to "fix" rejected items and bring them back to the sale. All items pulled from the sales
floor as rejected will be donated, if not picked up by 8:30pm on Sunday.
I understand that as a condition of selling items in a JBF Consignment Sale, I represent the following to be true and correct:
1. I am the owner of the items to be sold and I have full authority to sell the items offered by me for sale; and
2. Each item offered for sale by me is in good operating condition, reasonable wear and tear accepted, and is not broken or
damaged in any way; and
3. Any repaired item was repaired by the original manufacturer or in accordance with the original manuf.'s warranty program; and
4. Each item complies with applicable law, https://www.cpsc.gov/cpsclist.aspx; and
5. No item is the subject of any pending or threatened recall notice or other consumer protection enforcement action; and
6. I know of no reason why any item offered for sale by me would cause injury to another.
A "star" (printed on JBF tags with red or black ink) means that the item will remain at FULL-PRICE throughout the sale.
Tags printed with no star means the item will be sold at 50% off on the public 50% Off Sale. For your protection,
alteration to the tags (lowering/increasing price, adding/removing a star), WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED any time during
the sale. The barcoded tag is the deciding factor for any discrepancy.
I am participating for the sole purpose of selling my items as a Consignor. I am participating in an ethical manner, and agree that I
am not attempting to learn the business practices of JBF, operating techniques or any other business matters that may or may not
be trademarked, registered or proprietary in any way to start my own competing sale. This document serves as a Confidentiality
Agreement, which means you agree not to share any JBF processes, procedures, techniques or documents with others.
I understand that by appearing in a public venue as a shopper, consignor or Team Member, JBF Franchisor has my permission to
use my image in any publicity avenue they choose with no royalties owed.

Initial______

Initial______

Initial______

Initial______

Initial______

Initial______

Signature______________________________________________

Date_______________________

CONSIGNOR PICKUP CHECK LIST – To be completed at pick up on SUNDAY
It is critical to check the boxes below as you walk the entire sales floor for your items.
Initial______

I have walked the FLOOR AREA for my Consignor Number and Waiver.

Initial______

I have looked through the CLOTHING RACKS/BAGGED CLOTHING for my Consignor Number and items.

Initial______

I have looked through the MISSING TAGS AREA for any of my items that may have lost their tag during the event, which includes pants
that fell away from their set, toy pieces that have come apart from the packaging, individual books separated from a group, bibs/socks, etc.
I have looked through the LOOSE TAGS for any tags that were found on the sales floor that became separated from my items. These tags
could have been sold and discarded by the shopper, or were separated from my item during our breakdown sorting process.
I have looked through the UNACCEPTABLE ITEMS AREA for any of my items that were identified during the event as unacceptable.
(Typically stained, damaged, not working, missing pieces, etc.)

Initial______
Initial______
Please sign and
turn in at the door
at check out.

Signature _________________________________________ Date: _____________________

**LEAVE THIS FORM AT THE SALE**
2018 JBF Vacaville Consignor waiver (4-2018)

